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The astronomic GROWTH.
How PagSeguro has become a
global game-changer?
EXPAND
In the digital world, growing slowly is not enough anymore.
You need to scale globally. Expand exponentially. Therefore, in
2018 PagSeguro went public and raised about $2,27 billion in
its initial public offering on the New York Stock Exchange.

PERFORM
Expanding is no doubt a challenge. How to keep the wheel of
innovation constant and fast? How not to extrapolate fixed
costs amid gigantic demands? That’s where Invillia comesin.
Where a growth challenge starts, our Global Growth
Framework begins. We have a partnership with PagSeguro
since 2011. Today we manage dozens of 100% custom-built
Squads dedicated to any PagSeguro digital innovation
demand.

CONNECT
All of that is only possible due to a strong connection we have
with PagSeguro’s business purpose. Our unique framework
creates an environment of high trust, transparency and a
sense of belonging within all of us. Joint teams do not see
separation between one company and the other. We are
connected and we cheer together with the results. No
geographical boundaries. No corporate boundaries. No limits
to innovation.

OPPORTUNITIES
We connect, we perform, we expand. We create
opportunities. This is the reason of our existence. We feature in
dozens of digital innovations for PagSeguro. We co-innovate
with our mixed Squads. Today, millions of Brazilian
entrepreneurs are able to expand their business with
practicality, simplicity and to earn income thanks to the
Technologies we help to develop.

ALWAYS MOVING
FORWARD
We are present in all strategic areas of
PagSeguro.
From
constant
innovations in payment machines
such as the pioneering Moderninha,
throughout the development of
prepaid card and easy shipping, to
solutions focused on logistics and
information security,
Together on this journey, the result
couldn’t be other rather than the
astronomical growth of PagSeguro.

“Our partnership with Invillia is a longstanding one. Together
we deliver dozens of projects. Invillia has always shown technical competence and commitment to our projects. Today, Invillia’s teams are an extension of our internal teams, we can’t
see a difference and the relationship is very transparent.”

Cesar Augusto - PagSeguro Director
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